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HyPerStripes [Hybrid integrated high performance

electronic stripes]

In a number of today’s miniaturised electronics applications, conventional cable wiring
is both costly and wasteful of materials. It also restricts scope to innovate and increase
product performance. The HyPerStripes project is addressing these limitations by
developing technologies and production techniques for long, smart, flexible electronic
systems (‘hyperstripes’) that can replace traditional cables. It will focus on two key
applications: medical instruments used in minimally invasive procedures (e.g. catheters
and implants) and eco-friendly LED lighting surfaces.
The partners will create a technology platform and manufacturing techniques for roll-toroll (R2R) processing and integration of electronic components onto very long (‘endless’)
flexible web substrates. This will open the way to higher performance products and new
applications, while also reducing the cost and environmental impact of manufacturing.
Plus, it will enable Europe to compete globally in the production of flexible electronics,
with significant advances for sustainability in production and products.
Reducing costs and materials, increasing
performance
In healthcare, miniaturisation and flexible
electronics have brought valuable benefits.
Minimally invasive procedures offer a way to
investigate or treat many conditions without major
surgery. However, despite the sophistication of
devices such as smart catheters, they still rely on
‘old fashioned’ wiring to connect the numerous
electrical (and sometimes optical) fibres to the rigid
tip of the device. The wiring is done by hand and
can represent up to 80% of the product cost. It also
affects reliability, manufacturing yields, weight and
use of resources.
A flexible, thin stripe with the various hybrid
electronic components integrated on it could avoid
these connection problems. Also new healthcare
applications, especially in the area of patient
monitoring, will be enabled, where the stripes
addresses todays lack of long, stretchable and
robust PCBs and connections.
Similarly, long, flexible stripes would enable new
applications in LED lighting. For instance, it would
be possible to create large, flat light surfaces
that could be fully integrated in the glazing of
buildings and ultimately mimic natural light. New
manufacturing techniques could also cut the amount
of copper used (reducing the cupper thickness from
as much as 35 µm to 1 µm). This would further add
to the versatility and sustainability of LED solutions,
which already offer major savings in energy and CO2
emissions.

Moving from R&D to industrialisation
Currently, microelectronic system integration is
done either on rigid boards or flexible films each
with a limited size, typically about 60 cm x 40 cm. By
enabling R2R processing and electronics integration
on very long flexible substrates, HyPerStripes will
overcome these limitations. It will allow manufacture
of cost-effective, high-performance stripes that can
be shaped into a helix for integration or they can be
used in their flat shape.
This will directly address requirements for next
generation medical instruments and LED lighting.
In addition, many more applications could benefit
as well: from health monitoring, Secure electronics
(e.g. seals that prevent tampering with goods in
shipment) and condition monitoring in industrial
infrastructures to automotive.
Europe already has R&D knowledge in this domain,
so a key goal for HyPerStripes is to transfer this
know-how to industrial production. It will do this
via an open sustainable technology platform that
will offer printing technologies, lithographically
patterned copper wiring systems and low
temperature assembly steps – all in one-stop
consulting and manufacturing platform.
Other deliverables will be:

—

Roll-to-roll processing on flexible and stretchable
web substrates that allows for practically
‘endless’ electronics with integrated components

—

Design and simulation procedures for
flexible systems which include a focus
on sustainability and reliability
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Strong market potential

The HyPerStripes project will bring
many benefits for European industry,
employment and socially valuable
applications. It will enable European
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current and future applications.
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EURIPIDES² and PENTA are two EUREKA Clusters.
PENTA purpose is to catalyse research, development and innovation in
areas of micro and nanoelectronics enabled systems and applications.
EURIPIDES² promotes the generation of innovative, industry-driven, precompetitive R&D projects in the area of Smart Electronic Systems.

